Have You Voted Yet?

Hey Panthers, just another reminder to exercise your civic rights as citizens and GO VOTE! We are proud to emphasize that Argyros Forum is another place you can drop off your ballots or vote in person, but please do be safe and wear a mask when in public! We also urge you to consider voting for the planet, putting people in power who aim to protect our natural resources!

Nothing Scarier Than Billions of lbs of Wasted Food

According to the US FDA, approximately 133 billion pounds and $161 billion worth of food was thrown out as food waste in 2010. This wasted food accounts for the single largest category of material in landfills and essentially wastes the water, energy, and labor necessary to produce it.

So what are we to do?

In Chapman Grand, with the Help of RAs Molly and Ethan, The Office of Sustainability has helped implement a pilot program to bring composting to Chapman! Composting Cuties saw reslife residents collect their food scraps in the lobby to be transported to Orange Home Grown to be turned into compost to help grow food for community members! Participants will receive small prizes and a stamp on our very own custom made (from recycled material) punch cards in order to have a chance at getting a bigger prize and become the Composting Cutie of the Week. For more details please refer to the Chapman Grand and Office of Sustainability Instagram posts.

Additionally, PLEASE FILL OUT THIS FORM so we can get a better sense of how to proceed with these composting initiatives at Chapman!

HalloGREEN
While Halloween this year will certainly be different than previous years, we encourage you to stay safe and sustainable in your augmented activities.

Don't know what you are doing yet? Here's some ideas...

- Compost your pumpkin once finished with it!
- Make your own eco-themed costume out of unused or thrifted material!
- Make your own plastic-free treats in order to reduce waste (plastic wrappers are NOT recyclable)! Here's some recepies

Green Panther's SPOOKY Article Picks:

- 5 CLIMATE CHANGE FACTS TO SCARE YOU INTO ACTION THIS HALLOWEEN
- These Zombies Threaten the Whole Planet
- The Murder Hornet Hunters of Paris

Know a fellow Chapman student/faculty/staff interested in sustainability and the environment? Forward this e-mail and have them subscribe here! Also, make sure to follow us on Instagram @sustainchapman!
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